Thanks to sophisticated digital encoding, larger digital images, HD video and special effects, storage for media & entertainment is expected to grow +5X by 2017.*

1. A Film is Born
   Computer-generated and video footage is collected and each frame is imprinted with millions of bytes of metadata.

2. Second Act
   All footage is digitally housed in an extensive database.

3. Third Act
   Each frame is transformed into different streams for processing.

4. Movie Making Mashup
   Feeds are combined in the studio datacenter.

   The Social Network took up 1 Petabyte of storage space, the data equivalent of
   20 million four-drawer filing cabinets

5. Distribution
   Final product enjoyed by millions of moviegoers worldwide.

6. Roll the Credits
   Dot Hill high performance storage arrays play a starring role in many of the entertainment industry's biggest blockbuster films.

---

Storage technology from Dot Hill Systems is designed to meet the media and entertainment industry's unique needs. Offering a winning combination of fast, reliable storage which integrates easily into existing post-production environments for improved collaboration, and blazing speed and full support for Mac OS X, Windows and Linux environments, Dot Hill AssuredSAN solutions support extreme video streaming performance with proven reliability. Visit us at www.dothill.com.